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Appendix

Overview of Universität Hamburg
scholarships
Funding amounts, allowances, funding periods (Last updated: 20 October 2020)

I.

In accordance with Section 5 of the Directive on the Awarding of Scholarships at Universität Hamburg (excluding UKE), the academic qualifications listed

II.

under II are defined and monthly funding amounts set as basic amounts for scholarships.
The level of qualification, and thus the level of funding available is determined according to the conditions laid out in Table 1. The maximum available
scholarship amounts are consistent with the maximum amounts provided by German Federal Education and Training Assistance Act
(Bundesausbildungsförderungsgesetz, BAföG), the German Research Foundation (DFG), and the Alexander von Humboldt (AvH) Association current in
October 2020.

III.

The amount awarded may not be below or above the funding amounts listed in II.
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APPENDIX OVERVIEW OF UNIVERSITÄT HAMBURG SCHOLARSHIPS, FUNDING AMOUNTS, ALLOWANCES, FUNDING PERIODS (LAST UPDATED: 20 OCTOBER 2020, V.1.a)

Qualification

Target group

1

General German higher education
entrance qualification / Bachelor's
degree (or Vordiplom (intermediate
examination))

Undergraduate students /
Master’s students

2

Graduates after having received a
German Master's degree or
equivalent (Diplom)

Doctoral researchers

3

Doctorate concluded
within the last 1–2 years

4
5

Monthly funding
amount

Monthly material costs
and travel expenses*

Monthly child
allowance**

Duration

€861

-

-

Up to 12
months

€1,000 to €1,365

+

+

12–36 months

Postdocs, junior professors,
professors

€1,750

+

+

12–24 months

Doctorate concluded
within the last 2–4 years

Postdocs, junior professors,
professors

€1,751 to €2,670

Experienced researchers,
professors

€2,671 to €3,170

-

6–24 months

Doctorate concluded
over 4 years ago

-

3–18 months

* Material costs and travel expenses
An additional non-recurring lump sum of €103 will be paid to cover material and travel expenses.
** Supplementary child benefit
A monthly allowance is granted for each of the scholarship holder’s children under the age of 18 (Section 2 subsection 1 numbers 1 and 2 of the Federal Child
Benefit Act (BKGG)) on presentation of a birth certificate. When a child is born, the full amount is granted for the month of birth. Changes that result in a
recalculation of the child supplement take effect in the month of introduction. A sum of €400 will be paid for the first child. This sum is increased by €100 for each
additional child. Children of the scholarship holder’s partner may be taken into account, if it can be credibly proven to the scholarship office that they were
already living in the scholarship holder’s household before the scholarship was awarded (e.g. proof from the residents’ registration office). The supplementary
child benefit is offset against benefits received under the federal parental allowance and parental leave act (Gesetz zum Elterngeld und zur Elternzeit, BEEG) and
the state child-raising allowance laws.
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